
 

Federal judge denies soil samples to Fenimore owners 
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A federal court in Newark has denied the owners of Fenimore Landfill a stay in their own suit 

against the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, effectively barring them from 

obtaining and testing soil samples from the site, which has plagued nearby Roxbury residents 

with emissions of toxic and foul-smelling hydrogen sulfide gas since 2012. 

 

U.S. Magistrate Judge Michael A. Hammer denied the application by Strategic Environmental 

Partners on July 15, saying it had “failed to demonstrate a basis for lifting the stay in this case.” 

 

SEP previously had been denied permission to obtain soil samples in state court after being 

denied its request for samples by the DEP, as was Roxbury. Following DEP’s announcement in 

March of its plans to cap the landfill, township officials had requested soil samples to study what 

else might be buried at Fenimore, which SEP reopened in 2010 with permission from DEP to 

accept construction and debris materials at the site to fund permanent capping of the landfill and 

the establishment of a solar farm there. 

 

Those plans were abandoned when rotten-egg odors alerted Roxbury residents to the presence of 

the hydrogen sulfide gas, leading to a series of protests and the state legislature passing a bill 

permitting DEP to seize the landfill and begin remediation efforts. 

 

The Roxbury Environmental Action Coalition and other environmental activists continue to 

protest DEP’s capping plan, especially without additional testing of soil samples. DEP said it had 

denied the SEP and township requests for soil samples because it had performed its own tests 

during the course of determining their remediation plans. 

 

The REACT group, in particular, continues to call for the state to excavate the offending 

materials brought in by SEP — with their rallying cry of “truck it out!” — which may contain 

debris from homes and other structures destroyed by Hurricane Sandy and not properly 

processed for C&D fill. 

 

REACT, the Boonton-based New Jersey Highlands Coalition and the New Jersey chapter of the 

Sierra Club, among others, plan to conduct a press conference and rally next Tuesday in Trenton, 

where they have commissioned a billboard criticizing DEP’s handling of the matter. 



 

The billboard, contracted in partnership with The Highlands Coalition and Pinelands 

Preservation Alliance, is located directly adjacent to DEP offices on West State Street in 

Trenton. 

 

“It is our direct line of communication to (DEP) Commissioner Martin,” said Highlands 

Coalition senior policy analyst Elliott Ruga. 

 

Wednesday, another group of Roxbury residents protested outside of Paul’s Diner in Mountain 

Lakes while Sen. Anthony M. Bucco and Assemblymen Anthony R. Bucco and Michael Patrick 

Carroll, who represent Roxbury in the state legislature, accepted awards from the Americans for 

Prosperity for being “taxpayer heroes.” Anthony R. Bucco, they said, is conflicted in helping 

them with Fenimore-related issues because he also is the Roxbury township attorney. 

 

Anthony M. Bucco sponsored the original legislation and cosponsored the revised legislation that 

paved the way for DEP’s seizure of Fenimore in June 2013. 
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